
SHAP NZAMG Agenda 20.1.22

Agenda Item Speaker

Welcome – recap of actions from December 

meeting and Objectives for January meeting

Poonam 8.35 – 8.45

WMCA Energy Capital retrofit and smart energy 

initiatives

Rosemary 

Coyne on 

behalf of 

WMCA

8.45 – 8.55

Group discussion to inform retrofit delivery 

initiatives e.g. centralised retrofit hubs to support 

retrofit delivery across multiple HAs and LAs

All 8.55 - 9.05

Update on proposal to Government Rosemary 

Coyne

9.05 – 9.20

Breakout All 9.20 - 9.30

Agreeing exec summary for proposal to Gov All 9.30 – 9.50

Next steps and actions Poonam 9.50 – 10.00



WMCA retrofit activity
On 19.3.2021, the  WMCA Board approved the Five Year Delivery Plan for the 

#WM2041 Climate Change Strategy and committed £5.1m investment by the 

WMCA and local authority leaders to enable the delivery of the plan. 

The West Midlands is expected to remain a net importer of energy.  The 

commitment to therefore establish a Net Zero Delivery Board to target 

infrastructure investment marks a national first.

The WMCA funding decision secures the future of the Energy Capital 

team for the next two years, enabling:

• a SMART (Sustainable Market for Affordable Retrofit Technologies) 

• £2m capital investment to establish a Net Zero Demonstrator 

Neighbourhood - to meet its net zero 2041 target it needs to 

retrofit more than 294,000 homes by 2026













SMART Hub
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Introduction to the SMART Hub
AIM - to build capacity across local authorities and other partner 
organisations to lay the foundations for longer term growth in the market for 
home retrofit. 
The programme will support partner organisations by:

• Coordinating and leading bids with local authority and social housing partners to make 
sure the region benefits from available funding

• Overseeing delivery of demonstrator programmes in collaboration with local authority 
partners and the supply chain

• Ensuring that demonstrator projects deliver provide high quality outcomes for end 
customers and useful learning to inform the direction of subsequent activity

• Gathering learning and market intelligence and undertaking data analysis to identify 
opportunities and issues

• Helping partner organisations acquire the knowledge and experience they need to deliver 
high-quality retrofit

• Identifying and supporting the necessary innovation to remove market barriers to long-
term customer demand and supply chain growth



Work programme
The programme currently covers the following activities:

• Continuing to support local authority partners to identify and bid for funding 
opportunities and build capacity and knowledge within local partner organisations

• Sustainable Warmth Competition (SWC) funding – Using a £2.86m grant from the (BEIS) 
to undertake retrofits in up to 300 owner-occupied low-income homes; we are seeking to 
align this funding with the NZN programme

• Social Housing Decarbonisation Fund (SHDF) - £6m funding bid to undertake deep 
retrofits of 622 social rented homes

• Net Zero Neighbourhoods (NZN) programme – £2m programme testing community 
engagement approaches as well as delivery and finance models as well as to create low 
carbon neighbourhoods (see separate note)

• Housing stock analysis – data analysis to identify stock characteristics, existing energy 
performance and funding opportunities and explore potential pathways to net zero

• Fuel poverty – supporting partners across the region to develop a joined-up approach on 
fuel poverty that focuses on customer needs



Group Discussion
With awareness of WMCA retrofit delivery 

initiatives, what other initiatives are needed 

elsewhere to support retrofit delivery across 

multiple HAs and LAs?



Proposal to Government
(NOTE: we need to retrofit 8 homes/minute –

wide range of works required -

to reduce GHG emissions reductions, led by 

addressing fuel poverty as a priority)

looking at short and long term actions



SHORT AND LONG TERM CONSIDERATIONS

Short term crisis strategy related to energy costs rationalising, extending 

and expanding using WHD, Winter Fuel Payments 

Longer term retrofit plans – THIS PROPOSAL - linking to other commitments 

of funding such as ECO4, LADS, HUGS and the need for long term stability in 

the market to build up the supply chain and rebuild trust, which is lacking 

after Green Deal and Green Homes Vouchers. 

Any strategy needs to work through a range of detail, for example:

• How to support bedding in of PAS2030 and Trust Mark. 

• Reduce the potential for one house to have multiple retrofit assessments –

inefficient, expensive and could lead to confusion for households. We are 

already seeing this and unlike EPC they aren’t open source This means you 

can’t pick up an existing assessment and move forward its longer term plans 

unless the householder has a copy!



Fuel Poverty – call to action

Need for short term rapid 

response 
Energy Advisor report January 2022

Elderly couple – no heating, broken solid fuel, 

can’t afford repairs.

He has cancer, in and out of hospital plus caring for 

his frail wife.

June 21 – requested help to get some heating 

sorted



Fund 1 – Warm Homes Fund – too many radiators (too expensive)

Fund 2 – ECO – costs are too high for ECO funding

Fund 3 – LAD2 – scheme launched April 21, contractor appointed 

Dec 21 offer finally made

Request for help June 21

Months of trying to get funding from different sources

Quote provided Dec 21 for modern smart storage heaters

Quote accepted Jan 22 (hiatus due to holidays) and work authorised.

5 mins before it arrives we get a note from the wife to say he’s 

passed away and she no longer wishes to proceed.

Why does it take 7 months to get to this position given their 

vulnerability?

What does it feel like to have no heating for the last 7 months of 

your life?



Proposal to Government

Review of December 2021 playback



Theme Challenges & Consequences The Ask to Government

Targets Without specific standards and measures 

targets, it’s unclear what HAs/LAs should be 

working towards (long-term) and to what extent 

their retrofit programmes are having the 

necessary impact. 

The governments desire for low complexity 

and worst first isn’t possible in practice. 

The worst are – by their nature - more 

complex to address.

Clarity on government’s priorities 

and the standards and measures 

that need to be worked to

Technology A lack of clarity around priority technologies for 

the future is raising concerns around whether 

current retrofit measures will need to be ‘ripped 

out’ and replaced in the medium term, causing 

disruption and distress to tenants. 

A technology roadmap, to help 

decisionmakers to prioritise 

measures that will have the greatest 

impact now but also leave room for 

new technology installation in the 

future without unnecessary 

expense/poor customer impact

Short-

termism

The process seems to be about job 

creation/chasing cash, rather than long-term 

strategic solutions that deliver the best possible 

customer and environmental impact. 

A commitment to move to funding 

solutions that span a much longer 

term period. 



Theme Challenges & Consequences The Ask to Government

Financing • VAT 

• Capped match-funding is restrictive 

when it comes to the more expensive 

retrofit measures. % contributions 

rather than flat rate make retrofit more 

financially viable 

• Retrofit budget ringfenced as match by 

stockholders but unspent (due to 

procurement issues etc) cannot be 

moved into the following year’s budget 

– with 2 consequences:  current year 

underspend and no ability to find match 

in the following year.

• Lack of knowledge of all available 

green finance sources and blended 

finance solutions including income 

generation investments that could 

cross subsidise retrofit.

Can the government remove VAT, as 

is the case for new builds? The 

money could be used to fund skills 

shortages instead. 

Revert to government offering a % 

contribution for all measures. 

Work with finance sector to review 

EBITDA  (Earnings Before Interest, Taxes, 

Depreciation, and Amortization)



Theme Challenges & 

Consequences

The Ask to Government

Resource Lack of dedicated resource =  retrofit 

delivery is in addition to the ‘day job’. 

Tight timelines puts pressure on 

resource and puts the quality (and 

therefore success) of applications at 

risk

Smaller organisations find it much 

harder to identify match funding than 

larger organisations as a % of overall 

turnover

• Increase timescales of the bid 

process (happening with SHDF)

• Align with typical financial 

planning cycle in order that 

internal funding is considered as 

part of  overall priorities. 

• Adopt a rolling funding 

programme such as that in 

Scotland, so LAs/HAs are able to 

apply when they are ready to do 

so, as opposed to being forced to 

hit short deadlines when they’re 

not ready to make high quality 

applications. 

Timing Deadline to submit applications too 

short

Funding cycle timing doesn’t align 

with HA/LA business planning cycle



Theme Challenges & 

Consequences

The Ask to Government

Ownership Dependency on LAs: Allow HAs to make their own direct 

applications, or collaborate (if they 

want)

Data Availability, access, fullness and 

quality of data varies significantly 

Limited (if any) dedicated resource to 

carry out necessary analysis to 

provide the detail required as part of 

the bid process. 

Can the government grant include 

greater % revenue with a longer 

period for survey, design and 

specification with certainty of capital 

to follow

Customer-

centricity

(i)Eligibility criteria can be intrusive 

and cause residents to disengage

(ii)Uncertainty around the bid process 

makes customer engagement 

challenging and lead to customers 

opting out

(i) Review and simplifyeligibility

criteria 

(ii) (ii) Government-led campaigns to 

drive awareness, understanding 

and receptivity to retrofit



Theme Challenges & Consequences The Ask to Government

Planning 

permission

Varies significantly across LAs and between 

officers. This is causing challenges in 

enabling planning and delivery to progress 

swiftly and in some instances is resulting in 

HAs having to opt out of bids

Can the government clarify 

permitted development and 

agree a common approach 

across all LAs

Supply 

chain 

(i)Demand is outstripping supply. Suppliers 

understandably prioritise larger, denser 

schemes, but consequently, smaller housing 

providers are being deprioritised or facing 

greater challenges in terms of supplier 

reliability, commitment and quality of output

(i)In some instances, if HAs are part of a LA 

retrofit programme, they are one-step 

removed from having direct control over 

contractors which means less of a reliable 

service and lower quality output

Allow supply chain to respond 

and gear up by creating long 

term commitments – phased 

delivery plans based on full 

survey, design and 

specification, committed 

finance, procurement 

frameworks and coordinated 

skills and training investments



Our proposal to government: Core components and next steps

In return for grant funding, we will contract with Government to deliver 

guaranteed outputs.

Requirements of Government:

1. Funding duration of 10 years that tails off in a planned timescale

2. Creation of a low cost revolving loan pot – all tenure

3. A 3 year topsliced budget ringfenced for development of portfolio/area based whole house retrofit 

plans supporting the development of high quality projects

4. Guaranteed capital for each stockholder/LA to follow once each project design has reached a 

good enough quality

5. All parliamentary party commitment to this timescale

6. A parallel programme to unlock key barriers and give certainty to decisionmakers – standards, 

planning inconsistencies, VAT and other fiscal incentives to be reviewed

In return, we will:
1. Commit match funding in investment budgets

2. Work collaboratively to deliver cross tenure whole place projects

3. Detail the outputs to be delivered and impact/longterm outcomes to be created



DETAILING THE PROPOSAL TO GOVERNMENT

THE BUSINESS CASE

To work up the details of the proposal we need to detail the offer 

to Government:

1. Programme timescales

2. Total programme costs (economic stimulus)

Grant requested

Match confirmed

3. Timescales

4. Outputs to be contracted

Homes improved

GHG emissions reduction delivered

Jobs created

5. Internal activity and actions to build capacity –internal/external

6. Collaborations established and building blocks created

7. And ………………..



Proposal to Government

Further update

SHDF and LAD have successfully created collaborative partnerships

There is more widespread understanding of the complexity of delivery 

of retrofit programmes

All tenure approaches are required in some areas to avoid issues with 

adjoining properties in different ownership

Long term multi parliament funding commitments are not conceivable



LONG-TERM STRATEGIC FUNDING MODEL

Finance retrofit based on the success factors of the urban 

renewal programmes which ran for 10 years (or more?) and try to 

develop a viable model for retrofit that unlocks the same longer 

term view as the Homes England Affordable Homes Programme 
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/homes-englands-strategic-partnerships-for-the-

affordable-homes-programme-2021-26

Homes England’s 31 new strategic partners will deliver nearly 90,000 grant-funded 

affordable homes over the next five years.

Urban Renewal Programme characteristics included:

1. delivered in programmed phases providing ability to work with 

communities to build trust and prepare for the works

2. offered a long term pipeline for contractors

3. high take up by communities able to see what the work entailed, to 

understand the benefit of the outcomes and confident of works 

being delivered 



OUR ASK: 1. A LONG TERM COMMITMENT, EMPOWERING 

LOCAL AREAS THROUGH CERTAINTY OF GRANT

Guarantee 5 – 10 years grant to all Local Authorities and 

social housing providers allowing:
• Identification of retrofit budgets in forward annual budgets for 

10 – 15 years: Noting that match funding not included in budgets for 2022 

– 2023 is unlikely to now be found to allow bidding for grants opened in 

2022. 

• Creation of retrofit delivery teams: Cross organisational carbon 

literacy training and restructuring to create cross department net 

zero/retrofit teams and Staff recruitment and training

• Customer communications to build trust and engagement

• Enough time for feasibility and design: Full stock assessment and 

strategic planning for retrofit and Phased detailed design and delivery

• Time to build a local workforce: Based on secured budgets and 

committed investment for 5 – 10 years

• Continuous learning based on monitoring and evaluation



This would include:

1.  Allocation of a guaranteed grant to all Local Authorities and social 

housing providers, with provision for an adequate 2 – 3 year up front 

revenue grant to allow for putting teams in place, carrying out survey and 

design with capital grant then released once the delivery plan is good enough 

and a contractor is in place.  

This would support the levelling up agenda - currently smaller organisations without 

a net zero team in place are struggling to put together resource to bid for grant.  The 

percentage match required from stockholders is disproportionately high compared to rent 

receipt for smaller organisations compared to larger organisations, who are in a better 

position to find funding for pilot projects.

2.  Funding for establishment of a shared retrofit resource/expert team in 

every LEP, part funded by Government and match funding by retrofit 

programme stakeholders – for the benefit of all tenures and engaged with 

and contributed to by public and private sector organisations. 

OUR ASK: 2. REVENUE LED EQUITABLE GRANT 

ALLOCATION



Intensify green finance availability and advice

Address barriers to self financing including:

1.  Work with banks and other lenders to review 

EBITDA 

2.  Support establishment of loan funds in every 

LEP/LA

OUR ASK: 3. FINANCING



Convene meeting of Net Zero Hubs and M10 group of Metro 

Mayors to discuss collaboration and leadership on the 

development of the retrofit programme components as set out in 

Scaling up Better Homes Yorkshire commissioned by the WYCA.  

1. customer journey

2. assessment and calculation

3. monitoring and data

4. IT and software

5. specification and detailing

6. contracting and guarantees

7. additional revenues

8. finance vehicle

9. scaleability

10.workforce development and skills

OUR ASK: 4 – SUPPORT ACCELERATION OF 

RETROFIT PROGRAMME COMPONENT DEVELOPMENT



1. Provision for utilities to collaborate with Local Authorities 

on planning for area wide retrofit

2. Clarification of VAT levels for different elements of retrofit 

projects 

3. Consideration of VAT reduction zero matching the new 

build position to incentivise investment in retrofit

OUR ASK: 5 – POLICY/REGULATION REVIEW



Substantial Increase in Government led comms activity

• public messaging on retrofit raising awareness and highlighting comfort 

and health/wellbeing benefits rather than payback periods

• clarifying the business case

• clarity on technology road maps

• coordinating best practice in use of skills budgets and engaging with 

business

• detailed planning guidance and brokerage of a national retrofit planning 

policy handbook

OUR ASK: 6 – MASSIVE COMMS CAMPAIGN



BREAKOUT SESSION

Brief: Creating the content of an elevator pitch to 

government (5 points). 

THE ASK: Given the opportunity to speak directly with 

appropriate leaders in government, what points would you 

communicate to articulate: 

- Our collective basis for a ‘better way’ and specific ask 

of government

- What the government would see in return 



BREAKOUT SESSION

IN RETURN, WE WILL, FOR EXAMPLE:

Commit budget and action to deliver:

Xxxx new retrofit teams established  ………………….

Xxx properties surveyed by ………….

Xxxx detailed designs produced by ……………..

Xxx new retrofit frameworks established and contractors 

procured for 5 – 10 year retrofit programmes in each LA/LEP 

area

Evaluation and value for money analysis produced …



Breakout



Next Steps & Actions


